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Featured Display
Learning Objective: Recognize numbers, including even 
and odd, and solve addition problems.

Awesome owls are standing by to teach kids odds and 
evens using a number line! 
•  Display the number line and accents. Include two  

Owl-Stars!® Terrific Pockets™: one holds Addition 0-12  
Skill Drill Flash Cards and the other odd/even labels  
from this set. 

• Create a header with Ready Letters®. 
•  Choose 6 flash cards from the pocket and display them 

on the board as Today’s Equations. 
•  Create a worksheet using the same 6 equations and 

print it on Owl-Stars!® Terrific Papers®. Be sure to  
include directions for the activity, such as:

   Solve the equations. Is the answer even or odd? 
•  Give a worksheet to each child along with a handy  

Desk Toppers® Reference Name Plate to use as a 
counting tool.

•  Students solve the equations on the worksheet, 
recording their answers as odd or even. 

•  When all the students are done, use the slider and  
owl accent on the number line to demonstrate the 
correct answers for each equation.

Extend the learning with fun word problems.  
Example: “If owl flies 5 spaces forward and then another 

4, on what number will owl land? Is this an  
even or odd number?”
Invite students to use the number line slider to 
demonstrate how they arrived at the answer.
Keep the smiles and learning going with math  
games for subtraction, word problems, negative numbers, 
and more. Students practice using the flash cards from  
the display.

You’l l need:
T8299 Owl-Stars!® Number Line -20 to 120  
 Bulletin Board Set
T92669 Polka Dots Pink Terrific Trimmers®

T79769 Sky Blue 4" Playful Combo Pack Ready Letters®

T438 Hot Pink 2" Casual Uppercase Ready Letters® 
T77003 Owl-Stars!® Terrific Pockets™ 
T11422 Owl-Stars!® Terrific Papers® 
T69402  Grades 2-3 Zaner-Bloser Desk Toppers®  

Reference Name Plates 
T53101 Addition 0-12 Skill Drill Flash Cards 

Keep the theme going
T8360 Owl-Stars!® Tree House Bulletin Board Set 
T92355 Owl-Stars!® Terrific Trimmers® 
T10617 Owl-Stars!® Clips Classic Accents® Variety Pack
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Counting with Owls

TODAY'S EQUATIONS
Name _________________
 Solve the equations. 
 Is the answer even or odd?

    equation      even  odd

   7 + 9 =  16 

    8 + 8 =  16 

    9 + 6 =  15 

  10 + 5 =  15 

  12 + 4 =  16 

 12 + 12 =  24 


